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TO THE EDUCATIONAL 068OURCElt
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

One'can even s.4y that there are often conradictions
. between the function of evaluation and that of

education. Education mealns a subjective involvemept,
while in evaluation one .has -.()--take -a posttIon of an
objective, and thus often heartless judge.

<Vc

(Przeweda, 1976:4)

Even a cursory lamination oaf the literature-(a*0 the

popular media an particular) would reveal that all aspects

of education are,currently undergoing the closest sCrutiny.

\In fact, Polidpro (1976:20) is of the opinion that histoxian6

'discussing education in the 1970's will probably label this
Ana

period as the era of relevancy and accountability. As well

as the 'question of the ever ilotreasing costs of education,

there,iS an,increasing demand for t*justification of the

inclusion of various subjects in the tqtal curriculum. There

is also antuch greater demand for all subjects to be her
4

accountlable, that is, td be,held responsible for'the learning.

of its students and the.realthation of the objectives of, 'the

4.
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pro4ramme.

Polidoro (1976) believes that'eventually these dekands

will leadko an educational 'system designed around a

)_hierarchy of subject matter.

Those-stbjeaiits wn .Eo be aocountablejor what they
aretegiChing, s n to be relevant tO the student and
shown to proyide ustifiable results for the student
and public win retain an important position in the
school ourriculzp._ Conversely, those which do not
provide theAe:essentials will fall by the wayside.

,

(Polidoro, 1976:"20)

k

N\

What is the current status of physical education in

-relation to these conceras? Is.rhysical education account-

ability coniCious and does it attempt to povide evidepce

which justifies its inclusion in the total curriculum? It.
t,

would appear, that for the most(par, physical educators
I.

(both teachers and adiainistrators) ave not attempted to

developsekfective measuiement and evaluation programMes

which accurately assess.whatjearning behaviours
)

are developed

through participatiom in physical education. Therefore, it is
4

.17

abguable that physical education currerftWoccupies an unstable

position in the tlotal curriculum.

As p911 ed out by Nixon and Locke (1973: 1225) the after-
;

ma h"of the.phypical education lesbon hai5 received very little e

attention of a scientific natlure. Little is known about the

eictent to which current knowledgeaabou.i evaluation can be a,

used to modify teaching protedures in physical education.
1

q
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the physical edOcation teacher is therdfore deprived of
4

the sort w information he coUld use to assist'those

Children who fair to learp. In fact,'it is generally

believed that\phYsical.education teachers:exPerieAt great

difficulty in assessing the outcomes of their lesso%

1 Apart from this, many,tbachers view the current concern ._

for eval ation as a personal threat, a Situation vividly

express1 by House 1972):

The first observation want to make is that there*-
is no realfdemand among teachers... for evaluating
their own programmes. At times,,in that strange
ideo]ogy with which we disguise our motives and
cover our track's, we educators convince ourselves
that we would .ba overjoyed fo receive data about
our teaching and educational programmes. Well,
try it some time. Try, evarUating a programme. On
simply asking teachers their goals, we have had
them break into tears and throw chalk across the*
room... After allfewhat does'a teacher have to gain
from having his lgork exathined.? As he sees it,
absolutely nothing. He is exposing himself to
administrators arid parents. He risks damage to his.
ego by finding out tic is not.doing his job as well
*as he thilnks he is... The culture of the school
offeKs no rewards for examining one's behaviour,-.
only penalties. Since there are no punishm9ntslfor
not exposing one's behaviour and pany dangers in so
dding, the prudent teacher& giveg lip-service to the
idea and drags both feet.

(House, 1972:17)

While this view of evaluation is Understandable, it

is totally indefensible'and indicates a lack offliforesight1

in the present" climate.

%

Moore (1965:5) indidates that physical education teacher

commonly cite external factors such as facilities, class sizes
4

3
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and student attitudes as the, greatelt obstacles to successful

teaching. Areas such as class aiscipline, equipment supply

and grading appea-r:to be more iAlportant to physical.education

teachers than effective evaluation of all factors involved in

the instructional process. As GiblRon (1977:9) suggeSts, -it

is important that ph'ysical educators undertake the very

difficult task of evaluating their programmes before it is-

imposed on.them externalky: .wherein lies a.very real'.threat.
"10

in describing the research relating to the analysis,

evaluatioD and adjustment of instructioh, Nixon and Locke

(1973: 1226) see critical incident and descriptive analysis

research as offering some importanf promise in the area of
c

feed-back for teachers. However, this extengive review of

research on teaching physical education Floes not concern

itself with a direct examination-of research in the area of
)

evaluation of instruction in physical educatiou'particularly

as it concerns students, 3achers And programmes.
.3

It is obvious that the development.of instruction in

physical education must be accompanied by similar development
1

in evaluation. It is the present author< contentioh that

physical education is an integral part of any worthwhile
,

eaucatiohal probramme and as such must provide educators,

administrators and the general public with concrete anA

relidble informatiOn concerning the contributions that

phytical. education makes towards the total development of

the student.
A

S.
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THE NEED FOR AND THE' ROLE OF AN EVALUATION PROGRAMME

FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION
e

4

\

A., 'The Nefd for An Evaluation_Programme

The focal point of-evaluation procedures in physical

education centreS'around the fact that "certain.students

engaged in particular programmes in physical education,

simply do not succeed in the instructional environment qf

'physical education. evn under-the guidance.of qualified
-.

teachers.

7
Indications that_physical education has failed to meet

the needs of the student in the past is seen by Kidd (1971:35)

ais being illustrativle of the importance of present and

continuous evaluation'of all physical education programmes..

Physical eaucation.Courses which are espousing new philosophies

and objectives are seen as particular tafgets for'continuous

investigation to ascertain if they are meeting these new ob-

jectives.

Almond (1976:115) believes 'that if phYsital educators

are concerned about doing a better job than they do at present,

then they should see evaluation ag an integral part of the

attempt to.obtain a rtiore realistic picture of the impact of

physical education in schools.. Almond (1976:115) also believes

that it is essehtial to examine teachers as-well as pupil

achievement.even'though teachers ma risk damage to-their egos

414or, worse still, risk discovering that pupils neither care/for



physical education'nor the reacher. As the author points .

out, much lip service4is paid tO plans to collect data

about teadhing but there does not seem to be any great

demand among teaqheri for evaluation of their courses:

As in any othdr branch of education, it is necessary to

47 encourage practisinglteachers to regularly examine the

value judgements upon which th6y bage their work,

4.

The stimulation of'the constant need to justify their

work is seen by Andrews (1976) as biping both necessary and

beneficial for physical.educationists:

ir makes one constantly exaMine_aa
case - exposing sometimes painfully
facts, dogmas, and value jtadgements
eMployment depends.

(Andrews, 1976:8)

restate- t-he
- the bases-,
on which.,-,daily

If-one accepts that eN;aluation involves judgemerit'in

respect of some criteria then ale building, refinement and

strengtheniqg of these criteria.is of basic importance to

the process. The quality Of the criteria has'a major

impact on the quality of.the evaluation and theday'to day

inmtructional process. (Andrqws, 1976:8).-

In examiping the literature pertaining to evaluation ,

in physical education, it is obvious that there has been .

ognsiderable:emphasis lain on measurement, leading one to

the cónclusion that there has also been a great deal of

3

evalUation, flowever, the concept of dvaluation in physical .

4.



. education has been very limited in that it has traditionally

involved comparisons between objettives and Actual results:

Telama (1976:1-2) sees the reason for.this limited

approact as "beIng due to. the Close demnectibn between

physical education-and international sports. The latter

involve essentially a comparipon.of perFormance*abilities

with the accurate miasurementof performance results. Much

of the measurement that has been càrtie& out in physical

education has been.mAasurement for its own sake.with Utile

attention being paid to\the significance of measUrementa.s

an'educative.process.

,

- For example, with the increasing mo4ment towards goal

drientation and-goal.definition in physical education (as in

education genekally) there was a.corresponding.recognition of

the importanbe Of evaluation, with intereSt being fdcussed

orvlearning outCbmes in relation-to specified objectives.

This led to ehe proliferltion ofanuals arid hand books

espousing evaluation but providing mainly measurement

techniquei. (Clarke, 1976; Haskins, 1971; Mathews, 1961;

Smithélls, 190; Willgoose, 1961.) Many currentteacher-
.

education.programmes in physpical education still prescribe

S.

these manuals as basic texts for courses studying evaluation

'techniques.
4

41.

'There is a need, however, to make dvaluation in'physical

education something more,than a simple comparison of resultt

with objectives. The objlactives theMselves and th'eir

7



implomentation ited to become the target of evalUation.

Three characteristic features of physical edUcation,

are seen by,Telama (1976:2-1), as providing the interest

and.challenge in developing evaluation (in physical

education).

i) A central concern is the measurement and

evaluation of movement through the cybernetic

model of motor learning, involving the analysis

of feedback data as.formative,evaluation.

.1

.

2) There exist a multitude of psychomotor, affective
e

\ ,and-cognitive objectives. -

3) One of the major objectives of physical education

is the development of lifelong involvement in

physical activity. The evaluatib91 of goal attain-

ment in this area ig 'seen as a difficult task.

Overall, it can be said that the Multiplicity and many-
.sidedness of physical education objectives, the wide
time spari of some objectives and significance of

f
psychomotor objectives, make the evaluation of physical
education interesting but also very challenging.

(Telama, 1976:3)

B. The Role of Evaluation

Educational decisions are seen by Ingr9 (1970, as being

based on evaluations of the 'inputs, proces'ses abd outputs

8
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wit3lin the social context in which the school, department

or teacher operates. The inputs include: needs of pupils,

human resources, Physical resources, curriculum gUidelines,

policy siatements, community habits, attitudes and skills. s,$

The proce!ses include: curriculum planning and implementtion,

tdaching apd.learning'operations,'pupil-teacher interactions,
Ava

community involvement, manageMent and supervision, inter-grade

and teacher col.ogeration and documentation. The outputs centre

around pupid achievement, teacher development, chool and Glass

tone, morale and school-community interaction.

Ev'aluation in this model should be-consistent and

methodical at all le els, should be.a basis lor decision

making at,all revel and above all-should not be restricted

to a measurement of pupil progress, i.e. input and Process

factors also need to be evaluated (Ingram, 1976:17-18).

Mathews (1968:1) sees dvaluation as a "continVous

process dealing with overall goals of elucation." The term

evaluation implies asgessment, rating, appraisal and inter-

pretation. Qualitative methods are used and instruments

such as teacher observation, peer and expertjudgements,

check lists and sdore cards are used in order to appraise

evidence iA the context of value standards in terms of

particular goals and situations. Measurement is seen as an

integral part of evaluation concerned with quantitative

procedures to obtain infotmation regarding an immediate

objective.A.The evaluation of students must, therefgre, be

1 o



related to measurements of attainment of immediate objectives

in.the context of the goals of the ,programme and institution.

In short, we.must measure if ,we aim to determine accurately

whether lesson or unit 'objectives are being achieved, and

We must evaluate if-we are to as'ess the effect of what is

measured on progress toward the goals, of educatipn (Leslie,

1971:85 ).

a

Within, the traditional concepts of instruction, effective

.teaching 'is seen as the key Point. Any evaluation of the

programme 'as'a whole is negated.by'instructioh which,does not

'Tx-bract the,best out of the programme.

o

S.

For evaluation to'be successful, Woods (1969:97) believes

that the following principles must be taken into consideration.

.1. Evaluation must always be related to the objectives

of the programme. In fact, the only justifiCation
7

of evaluation is seen,as being the follow-up which

accompanies it; that ii,. a comparison ofthe-

resul,ts with the objectiveg.
A

2. 4 Successful evaluation occurs 1414171 the procedures

are applied to both the student and the entire_

teaching process.

7

3. Evaluation does nbt take the place of teaching

and learning..

4. Evaluation is used for e specific purpose.

"5.' Evaluation must be conducted by competent personnel.
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Przeweda (1976:1 likeni e"valuAti* tO.a.matnemati'cal
.

.

, 0 ,

fraction. The'numera or of the fraction represents
7, -

effeci4 of activity while the deiOntin tor represents the

goals of activity. The process of, teaching gradually

increases the vane ot the friction.with ttle teacher com-

paring the effecte with the goais ;throughout t*he whole

teaching process as well as on completion of the prOcess.
r

Wheeler (1974:113) sees elitation as "the proCess of

coming to conclusions about the educational enterprise.

While it, M'ay be considered under numerous headingsand may

be seen to s-erve -diverse 1è is fielthek ,

measurement hor assesMbnt, .... It is judgement'with

,respect to.explicit crIteria".1

-

In looking at evaluative criteria in phil.lecal eduCatkor(
-

Gustafson (1973:172-3) beiires that phys_i6a1 education as
,

'a profession has not been unified in recognizing 1e5itimate

criteria for evaluation Which adds to the difficulty of

justifying its retention in the curriculum.

Several authors are cited as agreeing with Gustafson's

main pointathat the evaluatidle process should reflect a

single factor, 'lamely, the degree Of attaihment of programme

objectives. In satisfying ,this requirement; two considerations

are paramount:

1 '"Only programme objectives may be legitiMate

evaluative criteria. /-

k
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the pfogramme'obieCtives'imust i*,eflect iegitiMhte
% .

concerns of physi.Cal education.

. ,

.

,,The .author sees many violations of t1 first. consi'deration
'4,

*

involving the use 'of objectives anvolvittorattendance, tardiness,.
.

s

,

conduct , lauguage use and' clpthihg and showering --habité. The,
^0

, 'teacher_ is'urgedsto,regar. d these factors from it management
. .-.

vivapoint, not ai deiermining factors in fihai evalUation,
,

) T

unlei-SIthey 'af.fect,the attainment of legitimat'e progeamie:' . .

objectives,

It is believed that the second consideration is widely
, .

abued as programme objectives often propose the development

of social traits such as sportsmanship, attitude, citizenshilp

or .co-operation, which are not recognized by Gustafson (1973:
.\

172-3) as trlegittmate concern of physical education.
,

;

HoweveT, Vannier et al. (1973:633) sees tile evaluative

process in physical education as involving the appraisal,
tY'

measurement arid cheOcing of the progress of four main

factors:

1. An examination,of student progress, .health

status, behaviour and reaction to the instruct-

ionaS.programme and to peers.

\ 2. The teacher's abiiity to-teach-and successfully ,

interact with both individuals and class 'groups.
4.

3.
5

Checking the strength and weaknesses of the

instructional progrAmme.

213 gag
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4. , Describin4 more effective ways to inform"

'paret's .prefessional colleagues, education./

: ad4nistrators,and the general' public what,

physical education is all about.

. k .
. -

J . To be more effective, evaluation should be coptinuous,
be done y all who partioirAte in and/or are affected .

by the rogram, and1be-concerned both with end'prod4cts
ana,the jTrêMs with Which to, reach theie ends.

, (Vanhier et al., 19731633) ,

- .

Young (1974:39) believes that "one plans on the basis o

evaluation and that one evaluates on the basis of planning"'

and-that it i;s iMportant to keep in mind the symbolic rel-

ationship between the two when considering evaluation in

physical education. Curricula competencies and,experiences

are planned to\achieve educational goals and Young states 4

that the planning that determines,this néeds to be based on

'a current evaluation of student needs, needs of -society and
'4 AL

the nee% of physical education as.a ptcfelcion.

, Almond (1976:1 5-7) sees three tlypes of evaluation data

-

as being necessary n order to have a realistic picture of

the impact of instruc i6n in physical education:

1214,

C. Examination'-of Intentions
4

.

All .Written aims, goals and objeátives should be closely

examined to determine if realistic claims are being made

about what can be achieved in physical education. There is



some confusion regarding the claims, made for physical.' % .
,

education, (Gustafion, 19.73) but Almond (1976:116) believes

that this may be due to the inability of some teachers to,

verbalise clear intentions which can then,be translated

into meaningful teaching procedures. The M'ajov-task is
, &

to provide clear teaching 4ecifications that ar el realistic

for the teacher and the pupil.

D. Transactional Curricul.um: What'Ps Actually Agppening?
r

1

The teacher mug adopt a research role in order to.

.provide information ai;out_what is happening in the interaction

of teacher and learner. The teacher must attempt to develop:

1. An awareness of what he is -tempting to do

by examining practice and past experience;

Z. An awareness of the consequences of his teaching;

3. An understandir0 of\the range of pOssibilities

that teaching-can encompass; choice,of factors

md'ir.restrict possibilities, alt a tpaéher may

not be aware that alternatives are open to him;

4- An awareness of his own performance.'

E. Input Evaluation

In order to maintain an effective instruotional prograMme

14
A
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it iii.necessary to ha/e acess to feedbick information

relating to how decisions were made, what.constraints

eicisted, and what the reacticins.of pupils and tdAchers- .

.

0 - . Of
. iNtere to such decisions. Thip sort of information is often

t
1

,

unavailable but is-necessary to support and justify decisions
! . ,

and to make future decisions% , Y
. . ,

... .
-.

\ ,

,
Overall, the relAionship lietween curriculum theory

and the "real world" of t9aching is seen by Andrews (1976:1)
. ,

.

,

as a,somewhat strained relationship. If we accept t at

evaluation is a, major fadtor'in this relationship then we

7.

must examiqe bow much the full time physical educationist;

working in a school, knows abogt evaluatioh and is actually

engaged in the .obiective measur ement of the process and ,

product of physical education.

Evaluatiori....pervades the entire curricular process
and teachers of physical education, whether involved
in objective testing or not, must be continually
involved in evalpation, albeit in an informal,
unstructured and perhaps almost sub-conscious manner.

1 (Andrews, 1976:6)

If it is accepted then, that physical education does

play a significant role,,in the total curriculum and if
4

attenti2n ilos paid to.the inTeasing emphasis being placed

-by thegrists and practitioners alike on the need ta evaluate
e

the outcomd of teaching, then it is neceseary,to develop

a rational approach to the examination of the outcdmes of

instruction in physical education. Such a rational approach
A

woul/d involve, the initial determination of criteria by which

4
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.

wer A

'the knotrledge, Skills and values which'it is intended

'that students
/,
should acquire, are to be assessed - whether

bywritten test, objective measurement.or teacher grading..

If they. Are to have any meaning in'estimafing the egfect6-

ofIcQurses, the criteria:for evaluation must be explidit ;

N

regardleg of Ndhether the planning emphasises intended

outcomet (4, as Kane (1976:89) describe, thb post heq
,

assessmeAt.of unintended Tcomdd.

P'

I.

4

S ECIAL PROBLEMS OF EVALUATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION )4

A. andar diied-Testing

B. Evaluating Programme Objectives

C. Training in Ev'aluatiOn

D . Approaches to EvaldatiOn'
41/

E . FallacieinEvalUatioh
-11-

F. 'Resistance to Change'

e
G. Field Testing

s

Measuring Affective ObjeotivesH .

1.

I. AccOuntability
,

Stand d T sting

t
I.

The probleks connected with evaluati411 in phyical

education are myriad, -The physical educator, in order to
1

br-*

16
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L

,

use evaIuatip instruments effecttvely,'must be au fait

with both' moto.performanc 0 and written tests., Safrit

(1973:73) states that the clalsrooth'teacher is well gdrved

by counselling centres and testing services in choosing'.

standardised tests and in developipg tests to sUlt the

teacher'g own needs. There are-a wide variety of stand-

ardised testp in mh academic areas, howevpr, -there are,
,

relatively few such_tests in sphyskcal education. The.

.existin4 'instruments, mpst of which are otAmerican origin,

. irfclude the A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test,.the Sports

Skills Test Series, the co-operative.Physical gaucation

%

Knowledge TeSts and a variety of.physical fitness and motor

performance testg that have been developed for limited norm

Motor skill assessmeht procedureS developed by individual

physical educator 4-p_ae generally validated for a specific 4

population and therefore are not widely applicable as they

do pot take into account_individual di4erences iniskill,

physical capacities and different age groups. This i6 im-

portant.because physical performancp,is closely related not

only to physical development, as eXpressed by gains'in height,

ifeight and st-tength, and certain proportional change both

structural and phYsiological, but aleo to age,which plays'a

major role, particularly during the pre-pubescent growth

spurt. The growth process and its i nteract ing variables make

precise measurement extremely difficult.

18
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B. EValuating Pro ramme Ob

A

4

.ect ive

The aims of physical education are numerous and complex,

therefore,.it is,often difficult for the practising teacher

,to'compir,e-the effects of a programme-against programme

.objectives during the process of instruction. Similar com-

parison uponcompletion oe'instruction A also difficult as

the full impact of many physical education.prograomes cannot,

be evaluated untirsome months or years later when students

have experiencdd variout situatj.ons in life. 'This is part-
('

icularly true of programmes which aiM at Aeveloping life-

style recreative skills. _The evallation of such long term

objectiveg,qould involve expensive longitudinal research.

In actual fact, the physical activity patterns ,of adults may

have developed qiiite independently of the influence of school
.S

physical education due to the influence of the home environment,

friends, sports organisations, mass media, the sports facil-

ities of'tbe cOmmunity and social factqrs. (taakso, 1976:3).

Przewada (1976:2) points out that the physical educator

is perhaps the only educator in the school who has to utilise

to the name extent, two major branches of science in his

,instruction. Firstly, he often needs to evaluate hith .

u.

activities with educational, psychological'and sociological

methods in ascertjning the effects of his programme upon

the pupil's personality and social development. Secondly, a

comprehensive knowledge of human physiology and mechanics is

necessary if the teacher is to make an accurate assesment

1 8
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of the effects of physical education on thespupil's body'
N

and health.. As well as. these two areas, it is expected

that the teachef will be. well versed in the "contribution

of cognitive abilitl/ to skill development. Many of .the

evaluation techniques involved here can Se applied simult*.4
f

a4ously, are interrelate4, complement one another and some.t..

times interfere each other. The/Wore, in order to

compare effectA of instruction with goali, the physical

education ,teacher needs not only a'seemingly encyclopaedic

knowledge of content but also an ability to choose those

evaluation techniqUe"Thich are valid for all areas and

which enable him to obtain optimum 'rather than maicimum

information.

C. Traininq in Evaluation

Lack of trained personnel in the area of educational

measurement as'it relates to physical eduCation is an area

of'concern. Safrit (1973:'73) Correctly states that Imost of

the top researcherS in physical education are involved with

measurement in so far as it concerns'their own narroW

speciality in areas like exercise physiOlogy and biomechanics.

However, veary few physical educators have concrned themselves
41110-

with measurement as it applies to the teaching -rlearning

,situation 'in physical edudatiOn. There is some evidence
,,

(Splinter et al., 1976; Underwood,.1976; Akkanen,,1976;.

Heinilag 1976,a; Hanke, 1976; Heinila 1976,b.) to suggest.

19
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however, that this situation.may be changing, particularlli

in relation to the teacher-pupil Interaftion process in

physical education clas'ses.--Teachers and lecturers need

tdvice and diiection from measurement specialists in

physical' education who are constOntly updating advanced

measurement theory and who know ancLunderstand the

.theoretiCal aspects of evaluation and measurement.

.The notion of elraluation in physical education has

suffered at the hands of a very nairow approach. FOr

example, the overall evaluation programme may be composed

of a testing situation at the completion of a unit of work;

or a certain period of time may be put aside-from the

teaching programme for evaluation purposes; or a practit-

ioher may rely on the evaluatioh criteria ig a standard

textbook as his one and only source of evaluation materials.

As Karvonen (1976:8) poIntsout,,evaluation is a much broader.

concept than the mere measur,ement of results. The evaluation

process needs to be continuous and to outline any future
)

.1

changes within the programme. EV'aluation becomes an ineff-
gb

ectual, Mechanical process if it doei not assist teachers in

making,decisions related to the multitude of problems they,

face.

E. Fallacies in Evaluation

\\

. Young (1974:39) sees several common fallacies which exist

20
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rega-rding evaluation:

4

4- 1. -There is a tendency to restrict evaluation to

- 12.

those.things which.can be meisured in ionvenient

units that can be counted... Instruments and

,techniques which allow value jua§ements to'be

made of suden4 and teacher-attainment of4goais

need to beideveloped.
A

.

Evaluation is an infrequent,46mna1 prOcess rather

than an on-Mping one which emphasises acquisition

knowledge. Timing, quality of instruments

used and expertise employed are essential cm-
%

ponents of evaluation.

3. Evaluation is conducted by isolated individuals

411..

rather than by a consortium olierating in a co-'

operative continuous relationship. Evidence of

aaequacy of.performance should be gathered by

Tnd selected agencies, -working con-

stantly together aea shOuld include self assess-

, ment, peer assessment, teacher assessment and*

assessment by other expert-personnel.

F. Resistance to Change

There is some evideace (Sam, 1973:79) that some indivj

iduals and institutions (wh feel insecure, due to incompet-

ence or otherwisd) are usual in the forefront in rejecting

any attempt to evaluate the status quo. These ar seen as

21
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the type of people who have "solved" all of the problems

facing physical education and who kegularly resist the

th.ought of-any change, rejecting such'a suggestion with

the "chahge for change's sake" ratiónale..'

Subh institutions'or individuals faced with externai

evaluatiow)of their teaching and programmes often provide
s

-evaluators with what the evalua.Eors would
1

like^in the way:,

of an ideal prog

tend to see a reality that in fact does not exist. In

. *le result is that the evaluators

this situation decisions are made well before the evaluation,

the decision being to perpetuate the status quo. Under

these'conditions, evaluation is worthless.

G. Field Testing

Certaln problems exist concerning the practical issues

surrounding the administration of tests in the field.\

Annarino (1971:113) believes that the setting of large

numbers of physical education objectives presents difficul-,

ties in selecting one test for.411 inclusive measurement

puriposes. TherefOre, as no single test can measure all the

objectiv4s, the main uses and limit tions of each test

should be recognised by the teh1er. .It is a3so pointed

out that mOst physical educators are aware of the need,

aim and availability of evaluation materials,but most are

-c.qonfronted with problems (real or imagined) related to time

and feasibility, of admilnistration.

a

A major criterion for selecting a test is the feasibility
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of that test in administratfon. Annarino (1973:113) iS

of the opinion that im many cases the problem is not with

the test itself but wits the administrative method. The

majoAy of tests Used in the physical education context.
4

are developed in atypical iituations, with a small sample

and a large contingent of eualuators. 'This makes evaAuation

of a two or three-days-a-week programme a moit difficult'

exercise.

H. Measurihg Affective Objectives

It would appear that in certain areas pit the physical

education programme, the-problems of evaluation are minimal,

for ekample, in the awsment ofiorganic fitness (Kane,

1976:89). But when referring toproposed social, emotional

and aesthetic objectives the difficulties of evaluation. are

magnified. When teachers are concerned with evaluating

such general and relatively imprecise objectives they tend

to base their judgements on personal philosophy dhd per-

ceptions (Kane, 1976:90).

I. Accountability

Additional problems.r0Ated to valuati6n in physical-

education arise when evaluation is used in an accountability

context. While most)administrators may be-zatisfied with

their teacheiS, public pressure and the desite to assist

in rewarding good teachers may stimulate the establishment

,of an accountability policy. The main obstacle to implementing

23
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such a system would seem to be the establishment of criteria.

to evaluate teacher performance. Field (1973:27-28) is of

, the opinion'thWt feachers ar opposed to' accountability

because they lack control over ,the home' environment, the

child's innate capacity, the child's desire to learn and
.

the lateria1s necessary for learning.

The issues referredto.above' indicate the diversity

problems faced by physical educators in their attempts to

evaluate instruction. The list is by no means comprehensive

but it does suggest those areas which,are creating the

greatest concern.

A MODEL FOR THE EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

Having considered the role of physical educatidn in the
f

total curriculum, the need for and the role of evaluation in
we

physical education and the :special problems of evaluation in

physical e.ducation it is necessary to deveiop a model which

will enable a close examination of the evaluation of instruc-

tion in.physical education.

4
As mentioned previously evaluation in'physical education

mobt frequéntly involves assesgment of student progress in

sk'llS and knowledgp and to a lesser extent, instructidnal

t

-



4.

4 ,
programmes are evaluated as regards relevance, effectiveness

or

and necessity. Elriot (1975:32) calli.for an 'accurate
I

evaluation process which incorporatestYthe three major com-

,1

ponelks of the education settihg, students, teachers and /

programmes:.

AEvaluation Should be Considered as.a positive,
ohgoing process which is designed to aid-in, the
attainment of educational goals. Only by assessing
Oach of the major components of the e4ucational
sjhpuation is there assurance that each component is
cdatributing to that .attainment.

(Elliot, 1975:34)

Elliot's process calls for the following interaction of

the component parts:

1. Identification of objectives': The intent of thea

exp4.ence must be fully outlined so that proper

measurement techniques can be identiifiedo If

the intent is to improve neuro-muscular co-
1

ordination, for example, what are the best means

of measuring co-ordination? How many measurements

are necessary? How often should the student be .

measured?

1

2. Description of learning experiences to facilitate :

implementation of objectives and selection of

measurement tools.
1111wer

3. Selection of Measurement tools: Selected tools,. i

ust be specific enough to proVide useful inform,-

)tion. Some very specific tools require a great

26
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deal of time to collect enough data to make

judgements.
#

4

.c

4. Test administration: Test con4tiona should

Oe constant for vitlid results, measurement

devices should be accurpteoand directions and

indications should be comparable fromione test

to the next. Sbores should be 'recorded in a

usable form.

5. Analysis of data; This can be a comparative or

Z

comulative process. .Th analysis relates

slirectly to the objecti e. Has the student

, attained the qbjective? Are changes.required?

6. *Re-statement of objecti1.4s: Continualevaluation
-;

allows a qonstant assessment of progress to be

fed back directly to programme objectives for

.the purpose of revising objectives where

necessary.

7. Re-design of learning experiences.

Progressive evaluation must also.include the learning
,.-

*Ivironment, the facilities apd equipment required to conduct

the programme, the content areaS and wl4ether or not they are

eppropriate,f9r-students and the degree of flexibilitrin7

troduced to meet individual student variations
(1

/
Telama (l976:4-16T calls for an adaptation of Stufflpbeam's

26
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tor

(1976) model (see Figure 1) whibh involves the concepts

of context, input, process and product nunli in emphasising
. 1114$

administratiVe connections min effects with respectrto

decision making. In this model, context evaluation involves ,

a nepds assessment, whichtaids in choosing and defending

.

goals, input evaluation is a means of identifying and assessing

plans intended to meet certain goals, tramss evaluation is a

monitoring activity that aids in guiding, documenting and

judging efforts to carry:out given plans, and proa ct eva1u-
s.

ation is a means of assessing achieVements during,and at the ,

end of an activity cycle. Telama (1976:4) believes that when

the CIPP model is applied to educational considerations, it

widens the concept of eValuation in physical education from

a mere cOmparison of results with objectives to aan examination

of goal setting and goal attainment.

While this model looks at the objects of evaluation, such

as projects, programmesstudenta and personnel, Telama's,

(1976:7) model (see.Figure 2.) 'suggests that it is more

beneficial to look at the situation in relation to providing ,

information for different levels of decision making so that .

the object of evaluation is goal directed; ttiat is, it

specifies its objects and function's; for instance., enaluation

of the fearning process rather than of the student or the

student and.teacher could, be measurement objects in the

evaluation of learning ahd teaching.

'Whilst recognising the potential of the\CIPF model,

the multi-faceted nature of physical.education implies that

27
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Figure 1'. The cup Model and Evaluation of the.Curriculum:
and Teaching Of Physical p]ducation.

r
4 (Adapted.from Telama,.1976:4)

a

Cdntext Evaluation

Flanning decisions,- to determine objectives

- serve Setting of Physical
elucati6n objectives.

- analysis of possibilities of
attaining objectives.

c.

input Evalua-,tion

'Desin procedures - assists in planning of teaching'

eg. selection of subject'matter,

teaching methods, puPil
8

grouping%

Process Evalualion

Implementing decisions - control arid

refinement of proceTures, ie.

the implementation7'f the

curriculum and the teaching -

learning process.

Product Evaauation

RecycTing decisiOns jUdge and.react to attainments,

ie. to make conclusfOns about

success of the programme and

how i4 may be changed.
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__Agurre2.1__Th cin. Valuation Types in Relation''to Different Levels of Decision Mlakin, (Telma, 1976:7)

LEVEL OF

DECISIO0 VIAKING

PUPIL INC

(Pupil o educand,
athlete)

court=

FunCtioni-Promotion
of learning.

Survey of pupil's
objectives and diag-
nosis of their
readiness
- entry level
- diagnosis of lear-

ning"difficulties

TYPES OF EvAwATIar

Limn'

What goal achievement
presupposes of the
pupil
- time input" ;

energy input
- sport equipment
potential need of
remedial teadhing

PROCESS PRODUCr

How do pupils prog-
ress towards Objeat-
B./es

- pupil responses to
teaching
learning difficult-
ies

- formative evalual)ion

putcomes in'relation
to pupil's,tbjectives
and background
- psychomotor.
affective

- cognitive

TEACHER/TEACHING

(Toocher, parents
coach)

Ebnction: P:romotion
of teaching.

Arlalysis of-teaching
objectives and of their
attainability
pupils'.entry level
and background
teaching conditions .

What demands the
attainment of teadhing
objectives sets ct
- facilities
- teacher
methods

Progress of'teaching
arrangdments
Interaction in the
,teaching-learning
process and difficult-
ies in it
discipline problems

Teaching behavior

Pupil achievements in
relatian 'to teaching
objectives, input '

data and process data

CURRICULUM ,

(PnAli o,f education

teaching, coaching,
training)

Function: CUrriculum
developMent.

Specification of
curriollar objectives

Analysis of possibilit-
ies of implementation

Comparison and evalu-
ation of available
means of implementation
subject matter/
contents

- methods
- facilities
equipment

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Ftnction:'Quality
control and develop-
pent of education.

Analysis of the social
and educational signi-
ficance of physical
education
Analysis Of Ehe general
conditions of realizing
physical education

What decisions are
likely.to contribute
most within available
resources to the deve-
lopment of physical
education
- teacher education

ccionditions

- numbdr of lessons

Follow:up of the
curriculurti implement-

ation, and analysis .

and evaluation of
problems' in implement-

atipn

Follow-up of the
implementation of
physical education
and analysis of factors
affecting implement-
ation

Evaluation of the
degree of implement-
ation by comparing out-
put with objectives,
input data and process
data o

studies of school
achieements
pedaqogical tests

Quality control of
physical education by
product indicators
and continuous .1'

monitoring.

1
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. 4

it is not possible to descil and evaluate all manifest-

atibns of the discipline withi a single,frame of referenCe.

' Evaluation of instruction in physical education is examined
t

by the'use of a triparite approach as outlined in Figure 3.

4

The difficulty with this tripartite approach is that° A

at best, the bondary between teaching and learning is

indistinct, as is the boundary between teaching and curriculym

(Nixoh and LOcke, 1973:1212). However, if one were to accept

the following five areas as the desired outcomes of physic4

education (dbonan, 19760.1):

1. the development of attitudes.towards physical

activity based on individual student needs;
.01

2., experience in sphysical activity;

3. knowledge about physical activity;

s.

4. undergtanding of the role of physical activity'

in 'society; and

5. sknowledge about the connection between physical

activity and learnitig ptocesses,,

then, it would appear logical to evaluate instruction frcim

the point of view of the student, the teacher and the degree

to' which the programme meets basic stanaards and expectations.

, A2



Elgurel. Evaluation of'InstructiOn in Physical Education:
A Tripartite Approach.

,f
S.

Is

What ShoiAd Be Measured?

The Student

Promotibn of the pupil's own motivation and
learning.

b) St tus at specific times.
,

c) Progress over. a 'given period of.time.

d) Individual needs, interests and ideals.

The Teacher

) Judgement by the teacher of fhe effectiveness
of his teaching.

b) Personal goals.

0) Pi'afessional effectiveness.

The Programme

) Judgement by teachers; pupils and researchen
of the effectliveness of the programmd.

b) Progress towards bbje4ive.

) Vnlue in meeting the needs of students,
teachers, administrators and the community.

d) Details,of'weaknesses in co'nstruction.

4.
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SUMMARY

If we agree that/Physical education has a role to play ,

in :the total curriculum, it is then necegsary to devise an

evaluation programme which,provides concrete, objective

and reliable evidence pf the contribUtions Orysical.education_

. is- making toward the overall development Pf the student.

.

'must be kept in mind that'evaluation aims to assist learning,

by determining the pOirits at which the learndr is riot

achieving. The evaluation programmeAhould not be over,

ambitious, it should be strictly relevant to any one group

of students in'a particular schobl, in a particular year.

Another importantmdeterminant is the extent to which a busy ,

teacher ,.:an manage n evaluation prograMme.

In developing a.1 evAluatiOn programme, the first step

involves deciding on objectives: Evaluation needs to be

.guided by educational-objectives (be they traditional or

performance based)-thSt can 'be kePt clearly in mind. It

AsImportant to avoid detaildd, grandioe schemes and to

arrive at a set of achievable psxchomotor, cognitive and
\

gfective objectives%

Secondly, evaluation mist be seen as an ongding and'

= devefopmental process. Teachers need to view evaluation as

an integral part of the learning process whereby students

akd evaltlated'so that they can improve in motor skill

performance rather thansolely for the satisfaction of

final grade requirements. Evaluation should not be con-

ceived simply as a periodical check-up, whether w+ly,



"o

terMly, hali plarly or yiarly. TherefOke, evaluation shotld bet

*it

# utilized as its. means of interpreting the progiamme
i to the comminity tO enable asgreatdi understanding'
of educational;values and coutcomes. It'also
provides the basis for determining the
behavioural response of the student to the planned
learning experiences and the aevelopment of
learning experiences to follow.

(Brault..1971 : A6) ar:

Data should akise fmn day to_44teachin_ea an
,

use of the progrmmme.

Thirdly, evaluation must be indiviidualised. Each student should
V *

be seen ag an individual and evaluated in the sense of developi4

fkom where he was in the prpgramme during the last les son.

Comparison (grading) with other Children would appear to have little

or no educational'value'in that it does little or nothing, at all

io foster individual learningf Children should be encouraged to

set simple goals of their own and evaluate their own progress.

Aiding pupils' self evaluation is :the main focal point of Andrews'

(1976) argument. He feels that evaluation will only be relevant

if it stems from an

-

increased awareness amongst teachers of the need
for-care in evaluation'of individuals and even
greater sensitivity in communicating their
evaluations to children

--rather than from an overexposure

objective tests

(Andrews, 1976 : 12)

to a bewildering array of

33
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It is important4Ohat-teachers of physical education

see theMSelves as educators who arc conversant with current

, trends in contemporary educ4tion and who use evaluation to

check if their teaching methods and their programmes fulfil

demands for eduCation for the future, self education,

intellectual development, humanistic education and the

realisation thnt-evaluation, while an important aid, should

not be applied so rigorously that the teacher no longer

respects pupil individuality.

Fourthly, teachers should select a range of evaluation
44.

techniques that fit their own individual teachin styles.

The range of techniques would probably include:

1. Di;ect observation,of'advances in motor skills,

, knowledge (of techniques, strategies and

etiqUette) and at.Eitudes, these being recorded

by means such as notes in a log/profile/

cumulative folder/base study or the completion

of a check list.

Teacher-pupil conference which enables

opportunities for discussion.of strengths and

weaknesses and Which allows the teacher the

opportunity to listen to a pupil's self-,

evaluation and explanations.

3. A variety of tests such as screening or

diagnostic tests along with standardised and

-teacher made tests.

3436



it is necessary to initiLetme of the evaluation.

data. The whole evaluation progcamme iepresents wasted

effort if itslindings.,.are not put together on a regular

basis and used to assipt the learner. ,AA a'result of this

data the teacher may decide.to institute a remedied programme, .

provide morn pers-onal attention or set more diificult tasks ,

ior the learner. On the other hand, it may be necessary to

set simpler tasks which ensure'a sense of accómplikiment.

Mood (1973:70) believes that it is_AecessarY to provide for

success, which is generally believes to stimulate'and maintain =

basic motivatibn. By=increasing the opportunities for

success, the student:- have a greater opportunity to maint,ein

their sensitive self *ages. This situation may be achieved

by:

1. Providing varied opportunities in' which.to succet

Grouping stUdents in ability groups.and enrolling

students inlcoursesssuitable'to their skill' levels.

Under this system, small differences in initial

ability obviate tile necessity for grading on

improvement.

Information on evaluation has to be gathered in an

economical fashion. , There is already too little teaching

ind puPil practice time av.ailable to physical education.

Therefore, while attempting to maximize objectivity, evaluation
q,

techniques which require inordinate amounts of time to prepare

or administer cannot be toleiated.
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FUTdRE DIRECTIONS

When looking into the future of physiical edutation

in secondary,schools, Nixon (1974:93-95) makes some brief

predictions about evaluation in physicsal.education:

1. Teacher evaluations will continue to,be:important.

HOwever, this process will be'muchmore.individ-

ualised plus the teacher will need to devote a

lot oi time to re'cordins, communicating directly

with the child'and notifying him of his progreis,

consulting parents,. keeping detailed pumulatiIe

recoras (with,the assistance of gomputer procesies).

2. Pupil self-evaluation will reeive more emphasis

and will involve pupil set goals to a large

extent. The teacher will, assit pupils in dis-

covering how.to evaluate themselves in a variety

of ways.

3. Peer student evaluation will also be more

prominent. Teachers.and impils, will need-to
1.11.

perform evaluation's in a positive, supportive

way.

4 The above methods of evaluation will emphasise

formative evaluation as compared to summative

evaluation which is so common at.the present

time. Each child will be evaluated in terms of

his owri Progress in terms,of his own background,

capacities, interests and motivations. This



1 '

process will emphasise imMediate feedback

and posltive reinforcement of gains made in

learnings which aid the student in attaining

his goals. Group comparisons and norms of

any description will not be used in any sig-

nificant manner.

4 -

Criterion or contentlreferenced measuresin

individualised ,instructional programmes will

be developed for Use dn continuous performance

type curriculum programmes (succeseful

completion of each learnOg step enables

movement to the next step).

5. Primitive letter grading systems will be

abolished.. Students,will hot be graded on

the assumption that grades such,as C, D or

F must be,awarded when a student does not

.perform as well as other students. Teachers

will also haveto cease'relying (incorrectly)

on the external threat of low grades in, an

attempt to motivate students toward better-

performances.

The allocation of external reWards such as

medals, stars and physical education costumes

of varying colours to denote excellence of'

performance will cease as physical educators

'develop ,learning situationdflwhich emphas,i4e
A fr

enjoyment and satisfaction inherent in moving
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and succeeding in a.s:trohgly supportive

eaucational environment.

/I

The're is a great need for the develoliment of a
,

validated, functional evaluiti-OnNevice in physical

educatiop and it may well be that.an'aditpted version of

Sfufflebeam's (1976) CIPP.model could make a significant

Citribution to the development of evaluation',6f in-

st-rudion in physical educat-ion- i-n -130-, far as It-broadens

the.sdope ot evaluation and'sPecifies its objects and

functions. (Telama, 1976:5). The CIPP eValuation model

Could provide physical edUcators with valuable information

about the learning processri,the teaching pr9cess, cur-
,

riculum development and the extent to which the educational

system provides for .quality control and development of

physical education.

It is this tyRe of instruMent which would allow-a

much more flexibA0 sgystem of eva1uatio;1, Cmt which enables

closer scrutiny of the-comple,x-intera6tions which occur
ry

during the physical education lesson. :As Gibbon (1977:9)

points out, the concept of evaluation as an objective,

endjudgement process is far too limiting. Objective

techniques should be utilised where appropriate but sub-
.

jective judgements l?ased on selected criteria and skilled

obêervation should not be ignored. Both techniques could

be-built into,the CIPP model. The real test of,this mode/

woula be its capacity to mitintain up-to-da'te information .

on Pupil assessMent despite the hectic pace of school life

4

4
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and V) provide the kind of feed-baCk which assists.impils

to learn and teachers and administrators to plan that

learning.

If physiCal educators are really Concermed about, 7

I/
developing a truly 'professional Image, then they must

build into,yleir concept of pr ofAssionalism a xstimotit

andtructured process of evaluation such as that.described

above. .Many physical educators would arguedkhat the con:

- struction and operation of,such a syistem is oveAy-tiMe.
consuming ,and totally impractióable in the real" world of

the school. Such alpiocess may bAlltime consuming'but the

results may indicate that time hain't-been well used. As

for practicalities, it is aifficult to/Assume that a process

is impractidable if it-hasn't been tried. If there are_any

doubts '4ibout the need to devise a system of evaluation, it

-
is important to attempt to answer four questions:

1. How wellfdo we know the abilities of ail pupils

in our-schools?

2. How often do we obserlre iridividuals workiog

rather than groups?

3. How often.do early'subjedtivejudgements of

4

pupils colour all o ubsequent judgements?

k

4. If,we have-set oursel es some realistic'and

7.

apptopriate aims have we any idea whether they

are being attained?

(Gibbon, 1977:12)
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FUTURE RESEARCH

Despite the extent of the bibliography accompanying

this report AncLoillaajanen and Vakiparta elected

bibliography of evaluation in physigal educ; ation, there

still exists a great need for research in the field of
\ ,

evaluation of instruction in physical education (See

Figure 4.), parti qularly with respect to:

The yalidation of_ a_funational_ evaluation

instrument for physical êducation which

incorpOrates,goal setting and goal attain-

ment along with the comparison of results

with objectives. TelaMa's (1970 modif-

ication of the kIPP model would appear to

bq a Worthwhile starting point. The tri-
.

partite approach utilised in this report is

adequate in defining wh°aeshould be measu-ked

but appears to be deficient in outlining just

how evaluation should be conducted.

.2. The development of an ifistrument to evaluate

the long-term benefits of participation in

physical education. One of the major aims of

physical education,is to provide the student

with the necessary skills to participate in

physica; activity thi.oughout life. Major 1Rng-.
7.

itudinal studies appear to be necessary in this

area.

3 Evaluittion of the eEfects of physical education

412
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Figure 4 : THE NEED FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

(A diagrammatic synthesis' by the present au

4 Validation of a functional evaluation
instrument for physical education (CIPP model)

Exaluation of thilong-term
benefits of participation in
physical education

Evaluation of student/teacher
perceptions in physical
education leons.

Evaluation as a
motivational instrument

4114

Evaluatioh of the effeeis-of --.t
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4

on developing cognitive ability. Methodological

difficulties (for exampleeesmall Samples, and

attitudes of co-operating teachers), neeeko be

overcome tefore seemingly 'encoUraging results can

be accepted with any degree of confidence.

4. Evaluation of non-cognitive goals in physical

education particularly as regards evaluation of

the affective domain., More attention needs to

be directed,towards:i

a) examining the role that physical education
1

plays in the development or alterations of

self-concept;

b) determining how self attitude predisposes

individTls towaid certain physical Activities

d their performance in these activities;

c) ascertaining the degree to whiCh motor skill

proficiency influences relationships within

4

the peer strucure; and

d) physical fitness eva2dation which incorporates

psychological and biomechanical assessment as

well as human.performance factors such as .

aerobic sendprance.

Evaluation of pupil readi ess 'for physidal education.

A needs assessment Appro h must be developed which

may be used with confidence by practising teacheis

.

42,
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,

in preparing physical ,iducation programmes
#

in accordance with student-needs. c

6. The tqle of evaluation as a Motivational in-

strument particu'arly wii.Phin,--the context of

individualised instruction. It would be in-

tereSting to determine the extent to which

evaluation segments influence mwement between

module stages,in individualised instruction in
4

physical education.

.4e

J

04

7. Evalltion of the'toacher and his teaching by

the use' of interaction' analysis, allowing an

objective analysis of-what is actually taking

place through examination-of the stated ob-

jectives with the outcomes.. Future research

could compAre different teaching styles with

dAfferent aepects of.physical education, as

well as with the age and:
1

sex of the'teacher.

8. An examination of the value judgements upon ,

20, which practising teachers base their evaluative

e4teria. In conjunction with this, teacher

education courses in pHysicaf educatidn'.shOula

provide 'comprehensive courses in_evaluation_

which not only examine the'mechanics of evaluation

techniques but whith-also explore the philosophical
%.

features of value judgements upon which evaluative

criteria are developed.

Wiatever their pur se these future 'studies shoUld con-.^'

_

4
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tribute to an understanding.of evaluation,in physical

eduation and help show the value of evaluation in thre!

important ways:.

1.. By providing complete documentation of the

content, educational soundness and design

decisions of physical education programmes.

)

. .
,

,

2. By providing certain insights about class-

_rwm procedures and_theirimpact_t both

psychological and sociological.

3. By gauging the impact of instruction in

physical education on the broad area .of

human movement studies, for example, sports.

psychology, theories of motor learning,

sociology off sport, etc.

'Ale following statement perhaps best sums up the
.2

situation as it currently exists:

At present, physical education is compulsory in
schools in all developed countries, Young people
are generally interested in physical:education and
sport and, therefore, are fairly favourably disposed
toward physical education. Physical education can -
be of considerable social &nd educational importance.
For this reasbn, we should be veryl.clear in our minds
about,what physical education seeks to accomplish,
what methods are used in it, what kind of image of
-man it helps to create, and what kind .of resources
it should be allocated. Correctly conceived and
well organised, evalulttion may help answer such
'iMpbrtant questions.

(Telama,'1976:14-16)
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